Targeting pain-depressed behaviors in preclinical assays of pain and analgesia: Drug effects on acetic acid-depressed locomotor activity in ICR mice
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Aims: Pain depresses expression of many behaviors, and one goal of analgesic treatment is to restore pain-depressed behaviors. Assays that focus on pain-depressed behaviors may contribute to preclinical assessment of candidate analgesics.

Main methods: This study compared effects of the mu opioid receptor agonist morphine (an acknowledged analgesic), the dopamine receptor antagonist haloperidol (a non-analgesic sedative), the adenosine receptor antagonist caffeine (a non-analgesic stimulant) and the neurokinin-1 receptor antagonist CJ 11,974-01 (a candidate analgesic) on acetic acid-induced writhing (a traditional pain-stimulated behavior) and acetic acid-induced suppression of locomotor activity (a pain-depressed behavior) in male ICR mice. Drug effects on non-depressed (baseline) locomotor activity were also examined.

Key findings: I.P. administration of acetic acid (0.18%) was equipotent in stimulating writhing and depressing locomotor activity. Morphine blocked both acid-induced stimulation of writhing and depression of locomotion, although it was 56-fold less potent in the assay of acid-depressed locomotion. Haloperidol and CJ 11,974-01 decreased acid-stimulated writhing, but failed to block acid-induced depression of locomotion. Caffeine had no effect on acid-stimulated writhing or acid-depressed locomotor activity, although it did increase non-depressed locomotion. Thus, morphine was the only drug to block both acid-stimulated writhing and acid-depressed locomotion.

Significance: Complementary assays of pain-stimulated and pain-depressed behaviors may improve the predictive validity of preclinical studies that assess candidate analgesic drugs. The low potency of morphine to block acid-induced depression of locomotion suggests that locomotor activity may be a relatively insensitive measure for studies of pain-depressed behavior.

© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
We have previously reported successful development of an assay of pain-depressed behavior in mice, using feeding as the primary dependent measure (Stevenson et al. 2006). The purpose of the present study was to evaluate an assay of noxious stimulus-depressed locomotor activity (LMA) in mice, to further evaluate the utility and sensitivity of preclinical methods that measure pain-depressed behavior. Assay development proceeded in three steps: 1) identification of conditions under which LMA occurred at a reliable and high rate, 2) characterization of a noxious stimulus (i.p. acetic acid) that reliably depressed LMA, and 3) assessment of drug effects on control and acid-depressed LMA. Locomotor activity was chosen as the behavioral endpoint because painful states in laboratory animals and humans are reliably associated with decreases in LMA and exercise (Lazarus and Neumann 2001; NRC 2003), suggesting that LMA is a reliable and clinically relevant endpoint in pain assessment.

Drug effects on control and acid-depressed LMA were compared to effects on acetic acid-induced stimulation of the writhing response, a common endpoint in studies of pain-stimulated behavior (Collier et al. 1968; Pearl et al. 1968). Four drugs were evaluated. Morphine (a mu opioid receptor agonist) was studied as a representative analgesic with acknowledged efficacy in human and veterinary medicine (NRC 2003; Meert and Vermeirsch 2005; ACPA 2007). Haloperidol (a dopamine D2 receptor antagonist and non-analgesic sedative) and caffeine (an adenosine receptor antagonist and non-analgesic stimulant) were studied as drugs that were expected to produce non-selective decreases and increases in behavior, respectively (Hitzenmann et al. 1991; El Yacoubi et al. 2000). CJ 11,974-01 was studied as a representative neurokinin-1 receptor antagonist, a class of drugs that displayed promising effects in many conventional preclinical assays but failed to produce therapeutically useful analgesia in human clinical trials (Hill 2000; Urban and Fox 2000).

Materials and methods

Subjects

Adult male ICR mice (30–35 g; Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were used for all experiments. Mice were housed in groups of four to five in standard Plexiglas containers with food and water available ad libitum. Animals were maintained in a temperature and humidity controlled colony on a 12-h light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00). All studies were conducted in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals as adopted by the National Institutes of Health. The University of New England Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) approved all protocols involving animals.

Assay of acetic acid-induced writhing

Studies of acetic acid-induced writhing were conducted to permit a direct comparison of morphine, haloperidol, caffeine and CJ 11,974-01 effects on pain-depressed behavior (acid-depressed LMA) and pain-stimulated behavior (acid-stimulated writhing). Specifically, mice were removed from their home cages and injected i.p. with acetic acid (i.e. the same range of concentrations used in the LMA studies). Each mouse was then placed individually in a Plexiglas observation cylinder (14 cm diameter; 30 cm tall) and videotaped for 20 min. A writhie was operationally defined as a contraction of the abdomen followed by a contraction of the back and a retraction of the hind limbs. First, the concentration (0–1%) and pretreatment time (0–100 min) of acetic acid were systematically manipulated, with the goal of identifying conditions under which acetic acid reliably depressed locomotor activity. On the basis of these results, an acetic acid concentration of 0.56% and a pretreatment time of 0 min were used for the remainder of the study. Second, the effects of a range of doses of subcutaneous (s.c.) morphine (1–10 mg/kg), haloperidol (0.01–0.56 mg/kg), caffeine (1–18 mg/kg) and CJ 11,974-01 (1–32 mg/kg) were examined on acetic acid-depressed LMA and non-depressed (vehicle-treated condition) LMA. Both morphine and haloperidol were tested using a 45 min pretreatment time (time of maximum effect), and both CJ 11,974-01 and caffeine were tested using a 15 min pretreatment time (time of maximum effect). To limit the development of habituation to the locomotor chamber, separate groups of mice (n = 8) were used for baseline and both phases of testing.

Drugs

Morphine sulfate (NIDA Drug Supply Program) was dissolved in sterile water. Haloperidol (Sigma Corp., St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in a vehicle composed of bacteriostatic water and 3% acetic acid. CJ 11,974-01 (Pfizer Corp., Groton, CT) was dissolved in sterile water. Caffeine (Sigma Corp., St. Louis, MO) was dissolved in a vehicle composed of bacteriostatic water and 5% acetic acid. All drugs were administered s.c. in a volume of 0.1 ml/10 g body weight. Acetic acid was diluted in sterile saline and administered i.p. in a volume of 0.1 ml/10 g body weight.

Data analysis

The primary dependent variable of the writhing studies was the number of writhes in a 20 min session. The primary dependent variable of the LMA studies was total distance traveled (cm) in a 30 min session. Statistical analysis was accomplished with one- or two-factor ANOVA as appropriate. A significant one-way ANOVA was followed by the Duncan post hoc test. Significance was set a priori at p ≤ 0.05.
Results

Acetic acid-induced stimulation of writhing and depression of locomotor activity

Fig. 1A shows the mean number of writhes after treatment with a range of concentrations of acetic acid. Administration of acetic acid produced a biphasic concentration–effect curve. At 0 (vehicle) and 0.18% acid, mice did not writhe. At 0.32% acid mice writhed at very low levels. Writhing increased at an acid concentration of 0.56% (peak effect). A higher concentration of 1% acid was located on the descending limb of the acid concentration–effect curve. The number of writhes following 0.56 and 1% acid was significantly greater than the number of writhes following vehicle. Fig. 1B shows writhing as a function of pretreatment interval. Pretreatment with 0.56% acetic acid at 0 and 30 min produced significant writhing relative to control levels (vehicle). However, the effects of acid were no longer apparent after 100 min. Fig. 1C shows locomotor activity (LMA) across the same range of concentrations of acetic acid tested in the writhing procedure. Administration of acetic acid produced a concentration-dependent decrease in total distance traveled (cm). Locomotor activity following 0.56 and 1% acid was significantly decreased relative to vehicle. Fig. 1D shows locomotor activity as a function of pretreatment interval. Pretreatment with 0.56% acetic acid at 0, 30 and 100 min produced significant decreases in total distance traveled relative to control levels. However, the effects of acid were no longer apparent after 300 min. On the basis of these results, subsequent experiments were conducted using a 0 min pretreatment with 0.56% acetic acid.

Effects of morphine, haloperidol, caffeine and CJ 11,974-01 on acetic acid-stimulated writhing

Fig. 2 compares the effects of morphine (0.001–0.1 mg/kg), haloperidol (0.001–0.1 mg/kg), caffeine (0.1–10 mg/kg) and CJ 11,974-01 (0.1–10 mg/kg) on acetic acid-stimulated writhing. Acetic acid alone (closed circle) robustly induced a writhing response, producing a mean of approximately 29 writhes in 20 min. Morphine, haloperidol and CJ 11,974-01 produced dose-dependent and significant decreases in acid-induced writhing, whereas caffeine did not decrease writhing at the doses tested.
Fig. 2. Effects of morphine, haloperidol, caffeine and CJ 11,974-01 on acid-stimulated writhing. All points show mean data of 8–16 mice, and error bars show S.E.M. Abscissa: Dose of drug. Data point above "AA" represents number of writhes following acetic acid administration. Ordinate: Number of writhes. *Significantly different from acid (AA) alone (p < 0.05). **Significantly different from acid (AA) alone (p < 0.01).

Effects of morphine, haloperidol, caffeine and CJ 11,974-01 on locomotor activity in acetic acid-treated and saline-treated mice

Fig. 3 shows the effects of morphine, haloperidol, caffeine and CJ 11,974-01 pretreatment on acid-depressed LMA (assessed immediately after i.p. injection of 0.56% acetic acid, closed symbols) and control, non-depressed LMA (assessed immediately after i.p. saline treatment, open symbols). Fig. 3A shows total distance traveled (cm) as a function of morphine dose (1–5.6 mg/kg). Morphine produced a dose-dependent blockade of acid-induced depression of LMA. Distance traveled following 5.6 mg/kg morphine was significantly greater than distance traveled following acid alone and similar to control distance traveled in mice treated with saline rather than with acetic acid. In contrast, these doses of morphine did not alter non-depressed LMA. Thus, morphine selectively increased acid-depressed LMA at doses that did not alter control, non-depressed LMA. Fig. 3B shows total distance traveled (cm) as a function of haloperidol dose (0.01–0.32 mg/kg). Haloperidol produced a dose-dependent decrease in both acid-depressed and non-depressed LMA, and haloperidol was more potent in acid-treated mice. Thus, distance traveled following 0.032 and 0.1 mg/kg haloperidol was significantly less than distance traveled following acid alone, and distance traveled following 0.1 and 0.32 mg/kg haloperidol was significantly less than distance traveled following saline alone. Fig. 3C shows total distance traveled (cm) as a function of caffeine dose (1–18 mg/kg). For non-depressed LMA, distance traveled following 10 and 18 mg/kg caffeine was significantly greater than distance traveled following saline vehicle alone. There was also a trend for caffeine to increase acid-depressed LMA, but this effect did not achieve statistical significance at any caffeine dose. Fig. 3D shows total distance traveled (cm) as a function of CJ 11,974-01 dose (1–32 mg/kg). Doses of 3.2 and 10 mg/kg CJ 11,974-01 significantly decreased non-depressed LMA. There was also a trend for CJ 11,974-01 to further decrease acid-depressed LMA, but this effect did not achieve statistical significance at any dose.

Comparison of drug effects in assays of acid-stimulated writhing, acid-depressed LMA and non-depressed LMA

Table 1 shows the lowest dose of each drug to produce a significant change in acid-stimulated writhing, acid-depressed LMA and non-depressed LMA. The opioid analgesic morphine was the only drug to block both acid-induced stimulation of writhing and acid-induced depression of LMA at doses that did not alter non-depressed LMA. However, morphine was approximately 56-fold less potent in blocking acid-induced depression of LMA than acid-induced stimulation of writhing. The non-analgesic sedative haloperidol also blocked acid-stimulated writhing. However, doses of haloperidol that blocked writhing also decreased non-depressed LMA, and even lower haloperidol doses exacerbated acid-induced depression of LMA. In contrast, the non-analgesic stimulant caffeine had no significant effect on either acid-stimulated writhing or acid-depressed LMA, but increased non-depressed LMA. The candidate analgesic CJ 11,974-01 produced a profile of effects most similar to that produced by haloperidol. Thus, CJ 11,974-01 blocked acid-stimulated writhing at doses only slightly lower than those that also decreased non-depressed LMA and that tended to exaggerate acid-depressed LMA.

Discussion

The purpose of the present paper was to continue development of procedures for evaluating drug effects on behavior depressed by a noxious stimulus. Our main findings were that high and stable levels of locomotor activity (LMA) were reliably depressed by i.p. administration of acetic acid, and that the opioid analgesic morphine was the only drug tested in this study to both restore acid-depressed LMA and block acid-stimulated writhing. These assays of acid-depressed LMA and acid-stimulated writhing were also used to generate profiles of effects produced by a representative non-analgesic sedative (haloperidol), a non-analgesic stimulant (caffeine) and a candidate analgesic from a drug class that has performed poorly in clinical pain trials (CJ 11,974-01). The effects produced by these drugs suggest that complementary use of procedures that measure pain-depressed and pain-stimulated behaviors may enhance predictive validity in translational research with candidate analgesics.

The first step in this study was to establish high and stable rates of LMA during relatively short experimental sessions. This was achieved by exposing mice to a locomotor chamber for 30 min. Baseline levels of LMA during this 30 min access period were approximately 8500 cm. We then demonstrated that a noxious stimulus could reliably depress LMA. Specifically, LMA was decreased by i.p. injection of acetic acid, a chemical noxious stimulus that has been widely used for studies of pain-stimulated behaviors (Collier et al. 1968; Pearl et al. 1968). Our findings of acid-depressed LMA are consistent with reports showing that presumably painful events, such as abdominal surgery, are associated with decreases in locomotor activity (Flecknell 1994; Flecknell et al. 1999; Roughan and Flecknell 2000; Matson et al. 2007). The effects of acid were concentration- and time-dependent, with maximal depression of locomotor activity achieved at a concentration of 0.56% acid, and duration of depression at least 100 min. Acetic acid also produced concentration- and time-dependent stimulation of writhing. Acid was equipotent in producing depression of LMA and induction of writhing, as a concentration of 0.56% produced maximal suppression of LMA and maximal writhing. Acid-induced writhing was evident at 5 min and lasted less than 100 min. One should note that the acid-induced depression of LMA was not likely influenced by the competing behavior of writhing. Acidic acid induced an average of 1.5 writhes per min in this study (an average of 30 writhes in 20 min), and each writh takes about 3–6 s to complete. Thus, with writhing occurring at a high rate, mice spent only approximately 15% of their time actively writhing during a 30 min LMA session. Moreover, acetic acid depressed locomotion for a longer period of time than it stimulated writhing. This finding agrees with our previous finding that acetic acid was equipotent but longer lasting in depressing feeding than in stimulating writhing in mice (Stevenson et al. 2006).

Following demonstration of acid-depressed LMA, we assessed the degree to which an analgesic drug could selectively restore acid-depressed LMA. The opioid agonist morphine was chosen because it is
widely used to treat moderate to severe pain in humans and has efficacy in a broad range of preclinical assays of nociception (NRC 2003; Meert and Vermeirsch 2005; ACPA 2007). Morphine was the only drug tested that both restored acid-depressed LMA and blocked acid-induced writhing. Once morphine was shown to be effective in restoring acid-depressed LMA, the next step was to determine whether morphine’s effects were selective for acid-suppressed LMA, or reflected a non-selective increase in LMA. This issue was important to consider because morphine has been shown to stimulate locomotor activity in mice at some doses (Raehal et al. 2005). However, one finding suggested that morphine-induced restoration of acid-depressed LMA represented a selective effect. Specifically, morphine produced increases in acid-depressed LMA at a dose that did not increase LMA in saline-treated mice. These results agree with our previous finding that morphine restored acid-depressed feeding in mice at a dose that did not stimulate baseline, non-depressed feeding (Stevenson et al. 2006).

Although morphine blocked both acid-induced depression of LMA and acid-stimulated writhing in the present study, it was approximately 56-fold more potent in the writhing assay. The reasons for this discrepancy in potency are unknown. One possibility is that morphine’s effects in the writhing assay were mediated largely by peripheral opioid receptors, whereas its effects on acid-depressed LMA were centrally mediated. It is well-established that mu opioid agonists can decrease acid-stimulated writhing in mice by acting at peripheral opioid receptors (Takasuna et al. 1994), whereas opioid effects on baseline, non-depressed LMA appear to be centrally mediated (Teitelbaum et al. 1979; van Abeelen and van den Heuvel 1982). Moreover, the potency of morphine to block acid-stimulated
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Acid-stimulated writhing</th>
<th>Acid-depressed LMA</th>
<th>Non-depressed LMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morphine 0.1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>&gt;5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haloperidol 0.1</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffeine &gt;10</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>&gt;18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJ 11,974-01 1.0</td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>&gt;32</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arrows show the direction of effect (↑ = increase in rate of target behavior, ↓ = decrease in rate of target behavior).
writhing in the present study was similar to its potency to block writhing in previous studies (ED50 ranges of 0.1–1 mg/kg) (Elmer et al. 1998; Broadbear et al. 2000), whereas its potency to restore acid-depressed LMA was similar to its potency to produce antinociceptive effects (Ward and Takemori 1983; Wigdor and Wilcox 1987; Mogil and Wilson 1997; Elmer et al. 1998) and rewarding effects (Bohn et al. 2003; Elmer et al. 2005) that appear to require activation of central opioid receptors (ED50 ranges from approximately 1 to 10 mg/kg). However, the dose of morphine required to restore acid-depressed LMA in this study (5.6 mg/kg) was higher than the dose required to restore acid-depressed feeding in our previous study (1.0 mg/kg). A second possibility is that mice in the acid-depressed LMA experiments experienced LMA enhanced acid-induced nociception relative to mice in acid-stimulated writhing experiments (where test cylinders were small and restricted LMA for each mouse). In support of this, some reports suggest that general locomotor activity may exacerbate pain symptoms in veterinary and human populations (van Weering et al. 2007; Moseley et al. 2008), and therefore, higher doses of analgesics may be required to restore pain-depressed general locomotor activity levels than to inhibit more localized escape, limb-withdrawal or abdominal stretch responses. A third possibility is that morphine produced non-selective increases in locomotion. It is known that mu (morphine, DAGO), delta (DPDPE) and kappa (U50488H, bremazocine) opioid agonists produce dose-dependent increases in horizontal locomotor activity and opioid antagonists (naloxone and naltrexone) block mu- and kappa-stimulated LMA, indicating an opioid-mediated locomotor activity and opioid antagonists (naloxone and naltrexone) produced non-selective increases in locomotion. It is known that mu (morphine, DAGO), delta (DPDPE) and kappa (U50488H, bremazocine) opioid agonists produce dose-dependent increases in horizontal locomotor activity and opioid antagonists (naloxone and naltrexone) block mu- and kappa-stimulated LMA, indicating an opioid-mediated effect (Brase et al. 1977; Michael-Titus et al. 1989; Kuzmin et al. 2000). However, under the conditions examined in this study, morphine did not produce any change in control levels of LMA, suggesting that the morphine-induced restoration of acid-depressed LMA was a selective effect. Finally, pilot studies in our laboratory with the mu opioid agonist buprenorphine demonstrate a similar low-potency profile in restoring acid-depressed LMA (unpublished findings), and the potency of morphine was similar to block acid-stimulated writhing and restore acid-induced depression of intracranial self-stimulation in rats (Pereira Do Carmo et al. 2009). This suggests that LMA may be a relatively insensitive behavioral endpoint for preclinical assays of pain-depressed behavior.

Haloperidol and caffeine were tested in the present study as non-analgesics that were expected to produce non-selective decreases and increases in behavior, respectively. Thus, like morphine, haloperidol produced a dose-dependent decrease in acid-stimulated writhing. However, doses of haloperidol that decreased writhing also decreased levels of control, non-depressed LMA, and even lower doses of haloperidol exacerbated acid-induced depression of LMA. Haloperidol also failed to prevent acid-induced depression of feeding in mice (Stevenson et al. 2006). Taken together, these findings are consistent with the conclusion that apparent antinociceptive effects of haloperidol in the writhing assay resulted not from a reduction in sensory detection of pain, but rather from a non-selective motor impairment that reduced a wide range of behaviors. The non-analgesic stimulant caffeine produced the expected increase in control, non-depressed LMA (El Yacoubi et al. 2000). However, caffeine did not significantly increase acid-depressed LMA, and in contrast to the effects of morphine, caffeine did not stimulate acid-depressed LMA to a greater degree than it stimulated non-depressed LMA. This finding provides further support for the proposition that caffeine effects on acid-depressed locomotion can be accounted for entirely by its ability to stimulate non-depressed LMA (Raehal et al. 2005). Also, unlike morphine, caffeine failed to block acid-stimulated writhing. Overall, these results with morphine, haloperidol and caffeine suggest that combined use of assays that measure pain-depressed and pain-stimulated behaviors can differentiate effects of true analgesics from effects produced by non-selective motor depressants or stimulants.

To further evaluate the utility of complementary assays of pain-depressed and pain-stimulated behaviors, the present study evaluated effects of the neurokinin-1 receptor antagonist CJ 11,974-01. NK-1 antagonists have been evaluated in preclinical assays that primarily involved measures of pain-stimulated behaviors, and results were considered sufficiently promising to promote some NK-1 antagonists to clinical trials. However, to date, this class of drugs has displayed poor analgesic efficacy in clinical pain trials (Hill 2000; Urban and Fox 2000).

In agreement with previous studies assessing NK-1 antagonists, using assays of pain-stimulated behaviors (e.g., formalin-induced licking, acetic acid-induced writhing), CJ 11,974-01 decreased acid-stimulated writhing in the present study. However, CJ 11,974-01 also decreased control, non-depressed LMA and failed to restore acid-depressed LMA.

Overall, this profile of activity is most similar to that of haloperidol in this study, and may suggest that CJ 11,074-01 produced a false positive antinociceptive effect in the writhing assay by inhibiting the ability of the animal to respond. These results also provide further evidence that combined use of assays of pain-depressed and pain-stimulated behavior may contribute to translational research by improving predictive validity of preclinical studies on candidate analgesics.

Conclusion

Taken together, these findings suggest that incorporating preclinical assays that measure transient pain-depressed behaviors into basic science research should proceed with careful, systematic evaluation of pain-depressed endpoints. An improved strategy for preclinical pain research and drug testing may consist of measuring both pain-depressed behaviors and more traditional pain-stimulated behaviors, though it may be necessary to choose different pain-depressed endpoints (e.g., feeding, exercise, affect).

Looking forward, assessment of pain-depressed LMA may be more predictive following chronic pain states. For example, it is widely known that chronic pain in veterinary and human populations is typically assessed with pain-depressed measures. In addition, the American Pain Society has reported that the primary goal for treating chronic pain patients is to increase functioning by restoring pain-depressed activities (ACPA 2007). Thus, systematic preclinical evaluation of chronic pain-depressed (as well as chronic pain-stimulated) behaviors may lead to more relevant quantification of clinical pain and analgesic efficacy.
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